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Defining Sustainable Development After Earth Summit 2002

HARI M. OSOFSKY*

I. INTRODUCTION

In August 2002, over 22,000 people met in Johannesburg, South Africa, to attempt progress on a vast cluster of issues that the international community terms "sustainable development." Many participants left bitterly disappointed, with several non-governmental organizations (NGOs) detailing issue by issue how Earth Summit 2002 (Summit) had failed.2

In February 2003, many fewer people gathered at Loyola Law School in Los Angeles, California, to discuss the status of sustainable development in the aftermath of the Summit. The presentations ranged from project finance to environmental justice, each focusing on particular topics within the vast umbrella of sustainable development. At its conclusion, no one expressed bitter disappointment.

Despite having chaired this panel, however, I left it still not quite sure precisely what sustainable development is and where it stands. I am not alone in this sense of uncertainty.3 The literature on sustainable development

---
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development agrees consistently on one central point: Notwithstanding increasing international recognition of sustainable development as part of customary international law, no unitary and detailed definition exists for this term. In fact, some scholars even go so far as to explain why this lack of definition is not problematic.\(^4\)

In assessing the progress—or lack thereof—made at the Summit, an analysis of the definitional issues is crucial. The international community’s choice to define sustainable development ambiguously, combined with a structural mismatch between the relevant actors and the decision-making process of the international community, limited the “success” possible at the Summit. Many of the disagreements and criticisms with respect to individual issues stem from fundamental, conceptual, and structural struggles with sustainable development as currently conceived.

This Article explores these foundational issues and assesses the road ahead from Johannesburg in light of them. Part II discusses the morass of conceptual and political problems that serve as barriers to a consensus definition. Part III considers the structural barriers to achieving sustainable development, however it is defined. The Article concludes in Part IV by evaluating the limited conceptual and practical progress made at the Summit, and its implications for the next steps.

II. BARRIERS TO DEFINITION

The primary problem with—or from a politician’s perspective—the strength of the concept of sustainable development is that no one knows precisely what it means, even sixteen years after its popularization by the Brundtland Report.\(^5\) The ambiguity stems partly
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\(^{5}\) WORLD COMM’N ON ENVIRONMENT & DEVELOPMENT, OUR COMMON FUTURE (1989) [hereinafter The Brundtland Report]. The Brundtland Report represents the first time the term “sustainable development” was used in an international legal document. The broad concept expressed in the Brundtland Report is, however, older than many of the countries currently participating in the dialogue over how to achieve it. The notion of balancing between the needs of the current generation and those to come—one of the leading definitions of sustainable development—had been articulated for hundreds of years by indigenous cultures and more recently by environmentalists and scholars. See generally S. JAMES ANAYA, INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 104-07 (1996) (discussing connections between indigenous culture and religion and the land that indigenous peoples inhabit). The Brundtland Report’s
from the multiplicity of definitions of sustainable development, not only in the debates of commentators, but also in the international agreements themselves.\textsuperscript{6} Scholars, activists, and politicians expressed at least twenty-five definitions of sustainable development between 1979 and 1988.\textsuperscript{7} The transformation in the definition from the Brundtland Report to last year's Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development is significant.\textsuperscript{8}

Even if the world community were to reach consensus on one of the current formulations, however, the definitions themselves are vague, allowing for many interpretations. The country reports prepared for the Summit reflect the many different types of initiatives lumped together under the rubric of sustainable development.\textsuperscript{9}


\textsuperscript{7} DAVID PEARCE ET AL., BLUEPRINT FOR A GREEN ECONOMY, Annex, 173-84 (1989).

\textsuperscript{8} The definition in the Brundtland Report, echoed in Principle 3 of the Rio Declaration, was: "development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs." The Brundtland Report, \textit{supra} note 5, at 43. In contrast, the tone is quite different in the Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development:

5. Accordingly, we assume a collective responsibility to advance and strengthen the interdependent and mutually reinforcing pillars of sustainable development—economic development, social development, and environmental protection—at the local, national, regional, and global levels. . . .

11. We recognize that poverty eradication, changing consumption and production patterns, and protecting and managing the natural resource base for economic and social development are overarching objectives of, and essential requirements for sustainable development.


While the plethora of initiatives does indicate the multifaceted nature of sustainable development, the differences in interpretation also reflect deep-seated power struggles among poorer and richer nations. This Part explores four of the causes of this definitional ambiguity: (A) inherent tension in the term, (B) international power dynamics, (C) the simultaneously global and local nature of sustainable development problems, and (D) the continuous evolution of the world community.

A. Tension Inherent in the Term

Although definitions of sustainable development vary, they all focus on some notion of balancing among competing claims. The world has finite natural resources. Only the most radical of commentators would claim that every nation developing as rapidly as possible would be sustainable.

If one accepts the notion that sustainable development requires some constraints on or changes in behavior by particular entities, tensions are difficult to avoid. What is the appropriate way to balance the needs of present and future generations? What national policies should be implemented? How will they account for inequities among nations in wealth and natural resources? In an international community traditionally built on nation states, how will nonstate actors be integrated into a system of sustainable development? If individual and local decision-making in the aggregate often determines large scale sustainability, how does an international meeting with thousands of participants help to foster critical community-based initiatives?

None of these questions has an easy answer. We do not live in a Rawlsian construct\(^\text{10}\) in which we can simply take the original position and frame a just world. Providing a functional definition for sustainable development requires accepting these tensions and addressing them. The difficulty of this task begins to explain the lack of a meaningful, unitary definition of sustainable development, as well as some of the divisions at Johannesburg.

B. International Power Dynamics: Definitional Problems and the “North–South” Divide

In addition to the many tensions inherent in the term “sustainable development,” the differing viewpoints of countries in the “North” and
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10. *See generally* JOHN RAWLS, A THEORY OF JUSTICE 11-12 (1971) (discussing his theory for achieving a just society by determining social position from behind a veil of ignorance).
the "South" have created further definitional difficulties. Where a nation lies along the spectrum of "development" helps to determine its sense of how to achieve sustainable development. The divide can be framed in several different ways.

First, developed countries have already had the opportunity to grow by using practices that caused major environmental degradation. If developing countries cannot go through that same process, their growth would be unfairly impaired.11

Second, two of the many factors which cause environmental problems are population growth and consumption. Developed countries have relatively stable populations, but high rates of per capita consumption. In contrast, developing countries have low per capita consumption, but rapidly expanding populations. The North and South tend to be divided on whether population growth or consumption primarily drives environmental problems.12

Finally, the causes of environmental degradation are different in developed and developing countries. Most significantly, poverty is a major factor in much of the degradation occurring in developing countries.13

These three descriptions only begin to scratch the surface of the North/South divide, in part because the divide is not really a bilateral one. Development occurs along a spectrum, and the causes of environmental degradation reflect the individual situations of each country. For instance, China and Malawi are generally both termed "developing" countries, but achieving some measure of balance between development and environmental protection in each of them would require quite different strategies. At Johannesburg (as at Rio before), it was clear that achieving the goal of sustainable development—whatever that means exactly—would require addressing the significant differences among the participating countries, with sensitivity to equity, poverty, and stages of development.14

12. See Jacobs, supra note 4, at 33 (discussing different interpretations of sustainable development in the North and South).
13. The Road from Johannesburg, supra note 1.
14. See id.
C. Global and Local Nature of Sustainable Development

The simultaneously local, regional, national, and international nature of problems occurring at the intersection of environment and development creates a further barrier to definition. International law and problem-solving have always been complicated by the fact that governments, sovereignty, and militaries are nationally based. As a result, international institutions struggle to have functional enforcement authority.

Because each nation has permanent sovereignty over its national resources, international environmental law traditionally focuses on problems with transboundary or global commons dimensions. Problems at the intersection of environment and development, however, do not fit neatly into either international or domestic environmental legal structures because they are cross-cutting. Individual decisions in local communities, regional and national policies, and large-scale

15. IAN BROWNLIE, PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW 59 (4th ed. Clarendon Press 1990) (1966) (explaining that in the traditional conception of international law, individuals only gain legal personality through the state). Ian Brownlie describes the corollaries of the principles of state sovereignty and equality as: prima facie exclusive jurisdiction over a territory and its permanent population, non-intervention duty with respect to other states’ exclusive jurisdiction, and consent forming the basis for treaty and customary international legal obligations. Id. at 287–88.

16. This principle is stated in the Rio Declaration as:
international power dynamics together determine whether development will occur in a sustainable way.

Multinational enterprise complicates this picture further. Companies of one nationality (generally a developed country) create joint ventures with domestic companies of another nationality, or create subsidiaries based in another country. When these entities engage in environmentally unsound practices, regulation at any level of government—from local to international—is often difficult. Moreover, despite the problems that often result from their operations, the multinational entities' need to maintain their international reputation often makes them more susceptible to pressure than their fully domestically based counterparts.¹⁷

This multifaceted nature of sustainable development helps to explain how national plans submitted at the Summit could vary so widely, yet still fall under the rubric of sustainable development (or how our panel could focus on three very different topics, all of which had to do with sustainable development).¹⁸ This variation, even if necessary, stymies efforts to assess what nations should be achieving and how successful they are in doing so.

Agenda 21 was intended to address this problem, at least in part, by moving beyond the goals of the Rio Declaration to specific action steps.¹⁹ The Summit, with its emphasis on poverty, aimed to overcome obstacles to implementing Agenda 21 and to that end, focused on the many components that comprise sustainable development.²⁰ Advocates


²⁰. The Road from Johannesburg, supra note 1.
and governments set goals for particular agreements to be reached. NGO reports were similarly specific, breaking down sustainable development into individual issues, and criticizing the lack of concrete progress on each of them.\(^\text{21}\)

These efforts at concreteness did not, however, eliminate the slipperiness of the problem. Even if the conference participants had managed to achieve specific targets better, these targets still must be related back to the big picture of sustainable development. Necessary variations in individual steps toward achieving sustainable development make any agreement on a unitary definition a daunting task.

**D. Continuous Evolution of World Community**

The need to reconnect specific aims with the big picture is further complicated by the fact that the world is ever-evolving. Communities transform over time as individuals enter and leave them through birth, death, and migration. Governments and laws change locally and nationally. International events focusing on issues other than sustainable development—such as the recent war in Iraq— affect the environment and political relationships among nations. Moving beyond a completely anthropocentric view, humans are part of a larger ecosystem that evolves in ways that they cannot control.\(^\text{22}\)

A definition of and plan for sustainable development that are at once international, national, and local must be flexible enough to shift with these changes. While the goal of clean drinking water in each country remains constant, the steps needed to achieve it will vary over time, just as it does across localities. Moreover, because level of development occurs across a spectrum rather than simply bilaterally (developed vs. developing), the structures designed to respond to inequity must be continuously fine-tuned.

Although such flexibility sounds sensible in theory, its shifting sands provide yet another barrier to defining sustainable development in a functional way. Flexible targets stymie attempts to measure and assess progress, and categorization of countries is highly political. China, for

\(^{21}\) E.g., Earth Summit 2002 Report Card, supra note 2 (Greenpeace's evaluation of Earth Summit 2002).

example, wanted recognition as a developing country in the WTO structure in order to limit its obligations as a WTO member.23

These difficulties do not excuse the problems at the Summit that NGOs and other advocates highlighted. For progress on sustainable development to occur, nations must be pressured to achieve targets. Infrequent international gatherings can provide critical opportunities for new commitments and conversations, but the problems of defining sustainable development served as a fundamental barrier to the Summit’s success. Any workable approach must take these definitional issues into account rather than simply gloss over them.

III. STRUCTURAL BARRIERS TO UNDERSTANDING AND ACHIEVING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

In the above unpacking of obstacles to definition, structural issues begin to emerge. While nation-states remain the primary subjects and objects of international law, nonstate actors play a critical role in creating and solving sustainable development problems. Agreeing on broad principles is easier than establishing specific commitments, but the devil is in the details: A primary goal of the Summit was to explore ways of implementing Agenda 21. The issues are simultaneously local, national, and international, and yet functional enforcement mechanisms only exist at the first two of these levels.

Evaluating the status of sustainable development in the Summit’s aftermath requires an understanding of these structural issues. As with the conceptual barriers explored above, real progress on sustainable development can only come by acknowledging the existing framework for international problem-solving. This Part engages these structural issues, and how they influenced the Summit’s approach and the results that it achieved.

A. Nonstate Actors and the Politics of Inclusion

Nonstate actors have long played a crucial role in fostering international law and institutions; the evolution of the concept of sustainable development is no exception. NGOs, corporations, and other

nonstate entities were vocal participants at Rio, Johannesburg, and the smaller conferences in between. NGOs' community-based work and large-scale advocacy have been critical to the implementation that has occurred. Corporate decision-making impacts the viability of sustainable development plans; corporate involvement is thus critical to crafting functional solutions.

Despite this high level of involvement, the role that nonstate actors play in creating international norms is ultimately limited. Treaties are formed among sovereign states. Customary international law, though evolving in concept, still requires that a significant number of states believe they are bound by international norms. Although the active participation of nonstate actors in gatherings such as the Summit represents a shift away from the Westphalian model of sovereign states making agreements among themselves, states still have a role that far exceeds that of other actors.

The continued prioritization of the nation-state is controversial. On the one hand, for international agreements to have binding authority, the participating entity must be able to make a tangible commitment. Only states have governments, militaries, and citizens. On the other hand, although NGOs often have constituency groups and play important advocacy roles, they lack states' authority and standing. Similarly, corporations often have more money than smaller governments and they influence states' decisions greatly, but they cannot create binding international law on their own.

The arrangements at the Summit reflected this dichotomy, as is not uncommon at international gatherings. The primary and NGO forums were not even in physical proximity. Although buses were provided between the two sites, going from one to the other took effort. These


26. See id. at 18-21.

simultaneous but separated forums added a structural barrier—beyond the diffuse nature of the concept—to achieving a coherent understanding of sustainable development.

Even if the forums occurred closer together with more integration of nonstate actors, the status difference among entities still would have constrained the dialogue. Moreover, combining the actors all of the time might have limited progress in needed smaller-scale negotiations. Even if physical proximity would not have served as a panacea, however, the dispersion and status differences certainly created an obstacle to inclusive dialogue.

B. Complications of Creating Appropriate Hard Law

A further obstacle on the road to progress is commitment-phobia. Nations generally will commit to broad principles when they are not bound by them, but to narrow legalisms when they are bound. Even these carefully delineated binding commitments regularly prove too much. Dualist countries frequently sign a treaty, but do not take the required steps to incorporate it domestically. Or when the agreement has been fully incorporated, states often minimally comply but face limited international reaction to noncompliance.

It was against this backdrop, with significant (but not unusual) recalcitrance on the part of the United States in particular, that thousands of people gathered in Johannesburg to make progress. Participants were called upon to make difficult choices about lofty, nonbinding language versus specific commitments. The disappointing, but not surprising, result was the generalities of the Johannesburg Declaration and the less ambitious, smaller commitments that many nations made.

In analyzing the Summit’s progress on sustainable development, it is therefore important to assess both categories of commitments. With respect to the general nonbinding principles, one can examine the

28. For a discussion of the relationship between international law and domestic law in monist and in dualist states, see BROWNLIE, supra note 15, at 31–56.
31. See id. at 415-18.
32. For this assessment, see infra Part IV.
conceptual evolution since the Brundtland Report and the Rio Declaration. Similarly, the new specific initiatives can be compared against existing and anticipated monetary expenditures, policy changes, and projects.

C. Enforcement Problems

International agreements almost invariably face enforcement problems that arise from the nature of international governance. There is no world government. The United Nations and the various other permanent and ad hoc international entities simply lack the power of national governments. Their power is limited to that which sovereign states choose to cede to them (which is generally not a great deal, especially when the nations involved have significant stature on the world stage). The United States, for example, has a long history of undermining international institutions’ assertion of authority over it.  

Sustainable development is not immune to this enforcement problem. In implementing Agenda 21 and preparing for the Summit, sovereign states shaped their own enforcement agendas and informed other entities of their plans. While the public pressure afforded by the Summit may have resulted in individual plans going further than they otherwise would have, enforcement against nations who renege on specific commitments likely will be limited. The enforcement problem with respect to sustainable development, however, goes beyond the generic problems of international law and institutions. The mushiness of the definition of sustainable development makes holding nation-states accountable for achieving it nearly impossible. The lack of a unitary definition means that nations have tremendous control over what they call sustainable development. Given the complex and changing nature of the problems, some flexibility is important, but there may not yet be enough substance to the definition to move beyond reliance on participating nations’ good will.

Clearly, countries did agree to some specific expenditures, policies, and programs. If they do not follow through, other countries and advocacy organizations can pressure them to comply. NGOs also can, have, and will continue to evaluate the adequacy of measures taken.


34. See National Assessment Reports, supra note 9.

35. See The Road from Johannesburg, supra note 1.
Lack of consensus on the definition, however, continues to limit efforts to connect these individual initiatives to the big picture of sustainable development and to assess the extent to which the steps taken at the Summit achieve it.

IV. EVALUATING THE SUMMIT AND THE MESSY ROAD AHEAD

Evaluations of the Summit should occur out of an understanding, but not necessarily an acceptance, of the conceptual and structural constraints on defining sustainable development. For example, although the Johannesburg Declaration is no more precise or binding than the Stockholm or Rio Declarations, its content is somewhat different. Evaluating these shifts helps us to understand the conceptual movement of sustainable development, even if the precise contours remain vague. Similarly, the types of commitments that nations made at the Summit and the extent to which they included nonstate actors, while inadequate (as detailed by numerous organizations), provide a map for where sustainable development is going. This Part explores the extent of the conceptual and practical progress at the Summit, and the resulting impact it had on sustainable development.

A. Conceptual Progress at the Summit

The Summit aimed to build on the conceptual work of the Rio Conference and Agenda 21, rather than to reinvent it. Not surprisingly, therefore, the Johannesburg Declaration overlaps significantly with the Rio Declaration.

The biggest shift that occurred was the explicit acknowledgement of social development—in addition to economic development and environmental protection—as a core component in the Johannesburg Declaration’s definition of sustainable development.\(^{36}\) Although the Rio Declaration (and other agreements since then) certainly referenced poverty eradication and other aspects of social development, it primarily emphasized the need to balance environment and development.\(^{37}\)

The acknowledgment of social development as a pillar comports with the goals of the conference, which aimed at addressing obstacles to implementing Agenda 21 and creating new initiatives to that end. One of the major obstacles to implementing Agenda 21 was the persistence and sometimes even deepening of poverty in many developing

---

36. Johannesburg Declaration, supra note 8, Princ. 5.
37. See Rio Declaration, supra note 6, Princ. 5.
The greater emphasis on social development reflects a growing acceptance that initiatives promoting economic growth and environmental protection are inadequate on their own to achieve sustainable development.

Although the term "social development," like sustainable development, is also open to interpretation, its inclusion helps to refine the orientation of more specific initiatives. The Johannesburg Declaration thus reflects a small step in the continuing process of understanding and defining the complex of issues that converge around sustainable development.

**B. Practical Progress at the Summit**

The practical results of the Summit unfortunately reflected a North/South deadlock, exacerbated by the United States's refusal to engage in new multilateral treaties or other hard commitments. In place of binding multilateral commitments, the Summit emphasized public-private partnerships; 300 new partnerships were announced there.\(^3^9\) Although the fostering of public-private partnerships acknowledges the need for greater inclusion of nonstate actors in achieving sustainable development, the lack of binding agreements and regression on some issues were widely criticized.\(^4^0\)

The initiatives focused on six main areas: (1) water and sanitation; (2) energy; (3) health; (4) agriculture; (5) biodiversity and ecosystem management; and (6) finance, trade, and globalization. Most of the action steps that countries took represented little progress beyond ones previously taken. The initiatives, however, at least provide a new infusion of cash from developed countries to support needed projects.\(^4^1\)

At a practical level, like at a conceptual one, the Summit represented at most a baby step forward in defining and implementing sustainable development. The various issues described in the first two parts, combined with a U.S. administration opposed to new binding multilateral commitments, thwarted significant progress.

**C. The Road Ahead**

The Summit was an expensive gathering that, by most accounts, had limited results. The international community has moved on, with a
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38. See The Road from Johannesburg, *supra* note 1.
39. See *id.*
40. See Pring, *supra* note 30, at 415-16.
41. See The Road from Johannesburg, *supra* note 1.
meeting in Morocco in June 2003 to develop a ten-year framework of programs aimed at achieving "sustainable consumption and production." Meanwhile, the extent to which meaningful progress is possible on much of Agenda 21 continues to be unclear.

Despite the many problems and limitations that thwart the achievement of sustainable development, these ongoing dialogues about sustainable development serve an important purpose. They create public pressure to achieve progress on a difficult, but critically important, set of issues lumped under the rubric of sustainable development.

The Summit focused media attention for at least a few days on these issues and generated thousands of articles on the subject of sustainable development. It also resulted in some new monetary commitments that probably would not have been made otherwise. These modest achievements alone may not be enough to justify the Summit's cost, but finding better ways to galvanize support for sustainable development, or to achieve additional progress in the current political climate, is difficult.

In the final analysis, like so many others who have commented on sustainable development, I am unsure exactly what it is, but believe that it is important. While the conceptual and structural barriers may continue to prevent a meaningful unitary definition, I hope that the world community takes more steps—even if they are often very small ones—toward achieving the three pillars outlined in the Johannesburg Declaration.

---

43. See The Road from Johannesburg, supra note 1.